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Figure 3: Diagram of the proposed framework, showing (a) the training process and (b) the prediction

process. The training process starts with generating synthetic examples and labelling as 1 or positive, where

deformation is included; and 0 or negative in other combinations. Then, the CNN is trained and the initial

model is employed in the prediction process. For the prediction process, the new interferogram is divided

into overlapping patches, and the patches with strong edges are tested with the trained CNN model, giving

the probability P of being ground deformation. The probabilities of all patches are merged with Gaussian

weights. The highest probability Pmax and its location are provided for the development of an alert system.

Finally, the expert checks the result, and the positives are included to retrain the CNN using a combination

of real and synthetic examples for better performance. CNN = convolutional neutral network.

faster than the transferred layers. We use AlexNet as our previous study demonstrated

that it outperforms other pretrained networks for this application [12]. AlexNet con-

tains five convolutional layers, where the first, the second and the fifth layers are fol-

lowed by max-pooling layers, The last three layers of AlexNet are fully connected205

layers. ReLU is applied after very convolutional and fully connected layer. Our previ-

ous work found that the validation accuracy saturates around epoch 30-40 (one epoch

iswhen theentire dataset ispassed forward and backward through theneural network),

so we set the maximum number of epochs to 50. Too large number of epochs could

cause overfitting. The entire dataset cannot be fed into the neural network at once, so210

it isdivided to multiple batches. Weset the batch size to the maximum of the available

system memory which is 100. The output of the softmax layer, the top layer of the

CNN, is thepredicted probability for each class. Thesymbol P in this paper represents

the probability of the interferogram containing acomponent of deformation.

We use the 10,000 synthetic examples of each component (D, S, and T) to create215

synthetic interferograms which are the summation of two or three signals with equal

or unequal weights, i.e. aD+bS+cT, where a, b, c 2 [0, 1]. Two examples of synthetic

interferograms are shown in Fig. 2. The synthetic interferograms are then cropped to

the input size for the CNN (e.g. 224⇥224 pixels for AlexNet [11]) and wrapped to the

interval [−⇡,⇡]. For the purposes of machine learning, we convert the wrapped inter-220
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• From >30,000 images, CNN 
identified 83 positives, of which 42 
were true positives.

• Reduces need for manual 
inspection and could form basis of 
volcano alert system.
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